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Act One - "Gehrig Speech and ALS": There are many famous speeches in American history 

including Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and F.D.R.'s announcement of Japan's sneak attack on 

Pearl Harbor. MLB's equivalent is Lou Gehrig's gracious farewell speech at Yankee Stadium in 

1939.  Surrounded by teammates, the gravely ill Lou said, "Good bye" to the game on July 4 at a 

packed Yankee Stadium. Gehrig was a humble, courageous and gracious man who faced death 

from the incurable disease. ALS, which is also now known as "Lou Gehrig's disease," forced 

Gehrig out of baseball and soon took his life. 

       MLB commemorated the 70th anniversary of Lou's "luckiest man..." speech with a league-

wide initiative designed to raise awareness in the fight against ALS. MLB players and teams 

wore "4 ALS" uniform patches, held auctions and accepted donations to recognize this legendary 

baseball star and support the effort to find a cure. 

Educational theme: Great orators give eloquent speeches to effectively communicate ideas and 

concepts to the public. This is the learned skill of public speaking that is feared by many people.  

Educational theme: Nice matters because it is an example of outstanding character, high moral 

values and respect of others. In a civilized culture, it is important to be nice.  

Educational theme: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis is a disease that attacks the nerve cells in the 

brain and spinal cord, then robs victims of speech and movement. The majority die from 

respiratory failure within five years, 

Educational theme: Community service and charity work are methods of demonstrating civic 

responsibility. This is a learned behavior.  

 

Act Two - "Lou's Career": Lou's path to becoming one of the greatest MLB players ever began 

when he signed right out of Columbia University. On June 1, 1925, Gehrig replaced Wally Pipp 

as the Yankees' first baseman and 2130 games later Lou finally came out of the line up. As a 

rookie, his defensive skills were in question, but through practice and hard work, Gehrig became 

a very adequate fielder. In 1927, the powerful hitting tandem of Babe Ruth and Gehrig combined 

for 339 RBI. In 1934, Gehrig won the Triple Crown by leading the league in home runs, batting 

average and RBIs. Respectfully nicknamed, "The Iron Horse," Lou established the MLB record 

of playing in 2130 consecutive games, before it was broken by Cal Ripken, Jr. in 1995.  

       Seven times Gehrig had at least 150 RBI's in a season - the most ever. The TWIBIA question 

was which MLB player had the second most 150 RBI seasons. The answer is Babe Ruth with 

six. 

       In Winning Road Trips, TWIB presented the Los Angeles Angels, who went 11-6 away from 

Anaheim in June - winning seven in a row including series sweeps of both the Giants and 

Diamondbacks. 

Educational theme: Through their actions, leaders demonstrate a responsibility to the game and 

their teammates. Teammates often pay tribute to such men by bestowing nicknames, retirement 

of their uniform number and election to the Hall of Fame. 

Educational theme: Repetition is the mother of education. Children can become highly talented 

by practicing perfectly, which makes permanent the learning. Amateurs practice until they can 



do it once. Professionals practice until they can do it every time. 

Educational theme: Recalling phenomenal milestones and landmark events is an informal way 

to evaluate performance, activity, and achievement. It is an account of history collected, written, 

and preserved for future generations. Remembering accomplishments gives fans a greater 

appreciation of winning and championship achievements. 

Educational theme: Iconic athletes do not choose to be role models, they simply become such 

through their celebrity. They have a responsibility to the next generation. It is important for 

children to carefully select people with good morals and ethics to emulate. 

        
Act Three - "Clutch Nominees":  TWIB called for fans to vote for The June Clutch Performer 

of the Month Award. The nominees are Josh Beckett of the Boston Red Sox, B.J. Upton of the 

Tampa Bay Rays, Prince Fielder of the Milwaukee Brewers, Derreck Lee of the Chicago Cubs, 

Tim Lincecum of the San Francisco Giants, and Andre Ethier of the LA Dodgers.  

       The Rookie of the Month Award honors the top rookie in both the American and National 

Leagues. TWIB took this time to look back at memorable moments on July 4ths past by 

checking out Ethier’s performance in his rookie year.   

       The Radio Call of the Week was from July 4, 2008, when the Colorado Rockies faced a nine 

run deficit and still won the game. It is the greatest comeback in Rockies history, 18-17. 

Educational theme: Clutch performances occur when a player delivers prime efforts time after 

time. 

Educational theme: Voting is a right and responsibility of good citizenship. The elective 

process is the democratic way to select leaders and to recognize celebrities. Children 

participating in an election by expressing their choice may learn that their votes are meaningful. 

Teachers and coaches can use the MLB selective process to discuss the significance and 

importance of voting. Hopefully, active participation will carry over into adulthood.  

Educational theme:  Landmark performances are those that mark a turning point in history. 

They are athletic accomplishments with historic significance that is marked for preservation by 

aficionados, players and governing bodies. 

 

Act Four - "All Star Classics": The pre-game ceremony to the 1999 All Star Game in Boston's 

Fenway Park was a celebration of MLB's All Century Team. The players represented the most 

talented group ever assembled on a baseball field. Red Sox legend, the great Ted Williams threw 

out the first pitch, while then Boston's pitching ace Pedro Martinez watched as he warmed up in 

the bull pen. The Boston crowd celebrated as Pedro struck out five of the six National League 

hitters -- an all-star performance to remember. 

       The Big League Blast feature is from July 4, 2006. It was both a Nationals and national 

"holiday" in Washington, D.C., when Nationals third baseman Ryan Zimmerman hit a walk-off 

home run. 

Educational theme: Recalling the highlights is a particularly interesting way to permit fans to 

relive and interpret athletic history in an artistic and creative milieu.  

Educational theme: The Fourth of July, also known as Independence Day, is a federal holiday 

to celebrate American independence from the Kingdom of England by the adoption of the 

Declaration of Independence. It is an opportunity to examine the fundamental principles of 

freedom espoused in the U.S. Constitution. 

Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however it is an 

important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a 



source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball. 

 

Act Five - "How 'bout that!": TWIB presented some classic home runs set to the music of 

Wilco from their album of the same name. Lou Gehrig holds the MLB record of 23 grand slam 

home runs, so TWIB decided to enjoy some of the grandest grand slams of all time. Bases loaded 

home runs were hit by Adam Dunn, the legendary Mickey Mantle, Steve Finley, Alan Trammel, 

J.D. Drew and Robin Ventura. Dave McNally of the Baltimore Orioles was the first pitcher ever 

to hit a grand slam in the World Series. And American League's Fred Lynn of the Boston Red 

Sox hit the first grand slam in All Star history. 

Educational theme:  History is a vital aspect of sport, especially providing standards of 

achievement and evaluation, while providing year round fun and interest for both players and 

fans. 

Educational theme:  Documenting landmark achievements is the history of the present. But if 

you lose sight of the past, you lose sight of the future. This is the glory and romance preserved in 

chronicles. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and rhythmic 

movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play enhances the 

appreciation of baseball. 

Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required effort and the 

bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be more easily duplicated and 

performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


